ALASKA BOARD OF GAME
Tentative Agenda
Emergency Teleconference
March 21, 2008

NOTE: This tentative agenda is subject to change throughout the course of the meeting.

Friday, March 21, 9:00 a.m.
1. OPENING BUSINESS
   Call to Order
   Introductions at each teleconference site
   Board member Ethics Disclosure
2. Introductory Remarks by the Departments of Law and Fish and Game
3. Board Action to Comply with Court Order
4. Consideration of Proposed Emergency Finding
5. Adoption of Proposed Regulations, 5 AAC 92.125: Predation Control Implementation Plans
   a. Unit 16 Predation Control Area
   b. Upper Yukon/Tanana Predation Control Area in Units 12, 20 and 25
6. Miscellaneous Business, if any
7. ADJOURN

AGENDA NOTES:
A. This agenda is TENTATIVE and subject to change during the meeting. The board will not be taking public testimony or comment; however, listen-in teleconference sites and a copy of the material provided to the board is available at the following locations:

  Anchorage ADF&G
  333 Raspberry Road
  Aerie Conference Room, # 2035
  Anchorage, AK 99518

  Fairbanks ADF&G
  1300 College Road, Rm 201
  Fairbanks, AK 99701

  Tok University Center
  West 1st Street, Room 7
  Tok, AK 99780

  Juneau ADF&G
  1255 West 8th Street, Rm 103
  Juneau, AK 99801